Pearson VUE Name-Matching Guidelines
General guidelines: Test administrators must check that the candidate's name on both forms of ID matches the candidate's name on the test center schedule. The
following rules provide guidelines on whether the names are considered matches. If there is a discrepancy between the name on the schedule and the name on the
ID, ask the candidate to explain the reason for the discrepancy.
Type of discrepancy

Name on registration or ID

Names that match

Names that do not match

Typos, truncations, or special characters
1

There is a single-letter or two-letter difference due to a
typo.
These differences could be due to the wrong letters,
transposed letters, extra letters, or missing letters. If there
is a total difference of three or more letters between the
names on the registration and ID, the names do not match.
Also, the single-letter difference rule does not apply if the
initial on an ID and an initial in the system do not match.
For more information, see the rows for initials and
abbreviations.

Alexander Johnson

Alexander Johmson
Alixander Johmson
Alixonder Johnson
Alexandre Johnson
Alixander Johnsons
Alexande Johnson
Alexande Johnso

Alixonder Johmson
Alixonder Johnsons
Alexande Johmsons
Alexandre Johmson

2

A long name is truncated (shortened) to fit into the name
field. This is acceptable.

Ranjith Venkata
Pagdalapalepu Kakulavaram

Ranjith Venkata
Pagdalapalepu Kakula

Ranjith Venkata
Pagdalapalepu Kakuva

3

A hyphen or other special character (for example Ø, Ö, Ñ)
is used in one place but not in the other.

Sarah Johnson-Wells

Sarah Johnson Wells
Sarah Wells

Sarah Johnson (acceptable if
accompanied by marriage
certificate)

Jose Garcia

José Garcia

Felipé Garcia

Erik Mussig

Erik Mußig
(for this special character, ss
is equivalent to ß)
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Type of discrepancy

Name on registration or ID

Names that match

Names that do not match

First name variations
4

Formal first name is used in one place, but a typical
variation is used in the other.
Note that "Ma." is not an approved abbreviation for the
name Maria.

Sandra Herman
Billy Pickins

Sandy Herman
William Pickins

Sally Herman
Buddy Pickins

5

Candidate registers his or her middle name as the first
name because the first name listed on the ID is the
candidate's "English" name.

Edith Ming Chan

Ming Chan
Edith Chan

Anne Chan

6

There is no space between the first name and the middle
name on the ID.

ID: GabriellaAnne Smalls

Registration:
Gabriella Anne Smalls

Registration: Gabriella Anne

7

Candidate has just one name, rather than a conventional
first and last name.
In this case, the single name must be the only name used
on both IDs and on the test center schedule.
The Pearson VUE system requires a first and last name, so
a period/full stop (.) or underscore (_) may appear in place
of one of the names. The period/full stop or underscore
does not need to appear on the IDs in order for the names
to match.

Chandra .
Chandra _

Chandra

Syahda Chandra
Syahda C

Initials or abbreviations (For these discrepancies, the single-letter difference rule does not apply if the initial on an ID and an initial in the system do not
match because the initials are not long enough to determine if the names are the same or different.)
8

Middle initial is included in one place, and the other is
missing the middle initial.
Middle initial is included in one place, and the entire middle
name is shown in the other.

Mary R. Abernathy

Mary Abernathy
Mary Rose Abernathy

Mary Martha Abernathy
Mary M. Abernathy

9

If the first name has two or more initials, the initials in the
registration name must be used on both IDs and on the test
center schedule.

B.B. King

B.B. King

Bradley B. King
B. King
B.D. King
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10

Type of discrepancy

Name on registration or ID

Names that match

Names that do not match

Some governments and organizations abbreviate names
on IDs because of length.
If the registration name spells out the candidate’s full name
but the name is abbreviated on the ID, the ID is still
acceptable.
If the ID spells out the candidate's full name but the name
in the registration is abbreviated, the ID is not acceptable.
If the ID and registration use multiple initials for abbreviated
names, it is acceptable to allow spaces between the initials
in one place even if there are no spaces in the other.

Registration: Elizabeth Smith

ID: E. Smith

F. Smith
_ Smith
. Smith

ID: John C.

Registration: John Czajkowski

John R.
John _
John .

SJV Sharma

S J V Sharma
S.J.V. Sharma

SJB Sharma

Maiden names
11

Maiden name is used as the middle name in one place,
while the candidate's given middle name is used in the
other.
(In this example, "Jones" is the maiden name, "Elizabeth"
is the given middle name, and "Smith" is the married last
name.)

Mary Jones Smith

Mary Elizabeth Smith
Mary Elizabeth Jones Smith
Mary E. Jones Smith

Elizabeth Jones Smith
Mary E. Smith Jones
Mary Smith Jones

12

Last name is the maiden name in one place, while the
married name appears in the other.
(In this example, "Gates" is the maiden name, and
"Stevens" is the married name.)
To be admitted, the candidate must present original
marriage license or divorce decree to supplement the ID.

Alexis Gates
Alexis Stevens

Alexis Stevens
Alexis Gates

Alexis Jones

13

Maiden name is included in one place in addition to the
married last name. (Maiden names are sometimes
indicated by "née" on IDs.)

Ellen Clark née Carter
Ellen Carter Clark

Ellen Clark

Ellen Carter (acceptable if
accompanied by marriage
certificate)
Ellen Clark Carter

Mary Smith née Brown

Mary Brown Smith

Mary Brown (acceptable if
accompanied by marriage
certificate)
Mary Smith Brown

Sarah Johnson

Sarah Johnson Johnson

Sarah Smith Johnson

14

Last names are repeated because the maiden name and
last name are the same.
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Type of discrepancy

Name on registration or ID

Names that match

Names that do not match

Order of names
15

Western names: The candidate has a Western name and
the ID has the last name first, followed by a comma, first
name, and then middle name.
On some official documents, such as driver's licenses,
some Western governments place the last name first
followed by a comma, and then the first and middle name.

John Michael Smith
(first middle last)

Smith, John Michael
(last, first middle)

Smith, Michael John
(last, middle first)

16

Non-Western names: If a candidate's non-Western names
do not appear in the correct field on the schedule, admit the
candidate as long as the names on the schedule also
appear on the ID.
Usually, this occurs when a candidate does not understand
Western naming conventions. There may be discrepancies
if the candidate enters his or her name into incorrect fields
during online registration.

Leelamruthay Veera
Brahmamt Kurchatin

Brahmamt Kurchatin
Leelamruthay Veera

Dakshesh Brahmamt
Kurchatin

Purnam Satyal Krishakanth
Sidaparthy

Krishnakanth Purnam
Sidaparthy Satyal

Dharma Satyal Disaparthy

Mohammed Saeed

Saeed Mohammed

Al-Filatseeini Saeed
Mohammed

Anthony Santos Jr.
Anthony Santos I

Anthony Santos

Anthony Santos Sr.
Anthony Santos II
Anthony Santos III

Sarah Wells

Dr. Sarah Wells

Dr. Sarah Waltz

Additional, multiple, or missing names
17

A title or suffix is used in one place but not in the other.

18

Names do not match, but the ID is amended. For example,
the maiden name appears in the front of the passport, but
the next page of the passport is amended with information
detailing a name change. This is acceptable.

Elizabeth Smith

Elizabeth Jones

Elaine Smith

19

In some countries, last names are non-existent and
children take on their father's name as their last name or as
an initial.
In these situations, if the ID does not match the registration
exactly, only admit the candidate if you can check the last
page of the candidate's passport to confirm that the father's
last name or initial matches the name or initial on the ID
and registration.

K. Radhika

Radhika K.
Radhika Kirishva

B. Radhika
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20

21

Type of discrepancy

Name on registration or ID

Names that match

Names that do not match

Multiple names appear due to a regional cultural tradition
(candidate has a traditional first name or titles on the ID, or
both father and mother’s last names are shown on the ID).
At least one of the multiple names must appear both on the
ID and on the schedule in order to admit the candidate,
regardless of where the name(s) appear in the fields on the
schedule.

David Aguilar Pena
David Aguilar-Pena

David Aguilar
David Pena

David Lopez

Jose Manuel Bermudez
Garcıa

Jose Bermudez
Jose Garcia
Manuel Bermudez
Manuel Garcia
Manuel Bermudez Garcia

Jose Manuel

In countries that do not use middle names, candidates
sometimes misunderstand the field during registration and
enter text in the middle name field even though they do not
have a middle name.
It is acceptable for the candidate to repeat the first or last
name on the ID in the middle name field.
It is acceptable for the candidate to enter a maiden name,
title, prefix, or suffix in the middle name field. Other than
these exceptions, any name that appears in the middle
name field must also appear on the ID.

Ichiro Suzuki

Ichiro Suzuki Suzuki
Ichiro Ichiro Suzuki

Hiroshi Suzuki

Yifan Li

Yifan Dr. Li

Yi Fan
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